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visoirement dansla mine Evans, situ6edans un bassin houiller carboniflre plus ancienque celui de SydHydrated sulfates associatedwith decomposition ney. Ces sulfatessont des produits de la d6composiof pyrite and copper-iron sulfides occur in coal in tion de sulfuresde Cu-Fe et peut-Otreausside pyrite.
contact with the atmosphere.Melanterite, rozenite,
(Iraduit par la R6daction)
epsomite, pickeringite, halotrichite, aluminocopiapite and sideronatrite were identified from coal
seams and mines in the Sydney coalfield. This is
PYRITEIN COAL
apparentlythe first reported ocquren@ of sideronatrito and alumino-copiapitein North America, and
An investigation of occurrences and patterns
for the remaining minerals with the possible exception of melanterite, first occurrencesfrom Cape of distribution of hydrated sulfate minerals conBreton. Crystallization of melanterite, and possibly stitutes the first phase of a proposed environof o&er hydrated sulfates, contributed substantially mental study program. The overall purpose of
to the mechanical instabili8 of coal faces in old the investigation is to identify .and define water
underground workings by erosion of supporting pollutants associated with oxidation of pyrite in
pillars. In addition, alunite, jarosite, natrojarosite exposed coal seams, producing mines, and in
and barite (?) were tentatively identified from the coal piles stored in the open air. Pyrite is a ubiEvans coal mine situated in a Carboniferous basin quitous mineral in the coal seams of the Sydney
somewhatolder than the Sydney basin. These sulfates are associated with the decomposition of coalfield.
The Sydney coalfield, situated on the northcopper-iron sulfidesand possiblypyrite. AII minerals
were identified by X-ray powder diffraction.
eastern part of Cape Breton, fotms the soutb"
eastern border of a deformed basin assumed to
be of Carboniferous age @ell 1938). The basin
trends northeast into the Atlantic Ocean. Coal
Sorrtrvreng
measures in the basin outorotrr along the AtlanOn trouve dessulfateshydrat6sr6sultant de la d€- tic coast in an east-west belt, but synclinal-anticompositionde pyrite et de sulfuresde Cu-Fedansle clinal structures on-shore modify this trend,
charbon expos6i l'air. M6lant6rite, roz6nite, epso(1938) divided the
mite, pickeringite, halotrichite, aluminocopiapite et locally quite substantially. Bell
sid6ronatrite ont 6t6 identifi6es (par clich6s de pou- Sydney coalfield into three distinguishable zones
dre) dans les couchesde charbon des mines du bas- using assemblagesof fossil flora, i.e.r fern-like
sin houiller de Sydney.C'est la premidre d6couverte and fern-type fossils. All coal mines in this basin
de sid6ronatriteet d'alumino-copiapiteen Am6rique exploit coal measures that belong to the youngdu Nord; quant aux autres min6raux, sauf peut-Otre est zone, which may be equated with the Upper
Ia m6lant6rite,c'estla premidrefois qu'on les trouve Pennsylvanian. The Lingan mine and the 1-A
au cap Breton. La formation de la m6lant6rite, et mine in #26 Colliery exploit the Harbour seam,
peut-Ctreaussi celle des autres sulfates hydrat6s, a
mins 41Point Aconi, the Stubbart
grandement contribu6 i l'instabilit6 des fronts de and the Prince
sampling has not been
seana
1).
However,
@ig.
par
piliers
taille,
6rosion des
de soutbnemen!dansles
seatns.
restricted
to
these
aucienschantierssouterrains.De plus, alunite, jaroFine-grained pyrite in the coal measures of
sito, natrojarosite et barite(?) ont 6t6 identifides protle Sydney coalfield originated in peats of Pennsylvanian age; however, structural studies indi*Contribution
cate that coalifisation of the peat took place
from the Nova Scotia Museum,
much later. Pyrite mineraTization in coal is posHalifax. N.S.
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Frc. l. Coal meazuresof Sydney coaltield in approximate correlation to the Pennsylvanianseries
of Nova Scotia (Cumberlandto Morien), Pennsylvania @ottsvilleto Conemaugh),and Europe
(Namurianto Stephanian).
sibly derived from ester sulfates, hydrocarbon
sulfates that originate from biogenic sources
(Casagrande& Siefert 1977). Concentrations of
ester sulfates are much greater in marine than
in fresh-water peat.
Selectedpyrite sampleswere examined by optical methods arrd by X-ray powder diffraction
analysis (XRD). Preliminary results show traces
only of marcasitein sample 977GF-58 (accession
and catalogue number of the Nova Scotia Museum) from the McAulay seam. In sa,mples
977GF-I76, F-177" and F-178 from the Phalen
seam (Fig. 2), polished sections (Fig. 3) show
that pyrite is present in the coal a) as nodules
with apparently unstable cores, and b) between
veins of nodules as elongate crystals aligned
perpendicular to tle veins. In tle second case

the original marcasite has apparently been transformed to pyrite.
The Stubbart seam exploited in the Prince
mine contains two conspicuousfine-grained pyrite bands; thesemay be traced over a wide area
in the mine. They are irregular in thickness
(pyrite specimen 977GF-622 is approximately
4 cm thick), locally nodular and discontinuous.
Specimensof hydrated sulfates collected underground in the Prince mine occur in these two
bands. In addition pyrite may occur in radiating
rosette-type structures less than 6 cm across
(977cF-243), and in isolated nodules of 3 to 5
cm (977GF-205). As a replacement of plant
tissue, pyrite plays only a minor role, but in
specimen 977GF-244 it replaces a stigmarian
structure (root system of either Lepidodendron
or Sigillaria species). Locally replacement of
foliage of arborescent plants of the type Lycopodites meekii Lesquereux (977GF-97b) or Lepidodendron dawsoni Bell also occurs.
In the Phalen searn at the 1-B mine of #26
Colliery in Glace Bay, pyrite is disseminatedin
the coal, and hence hydrated sulfate minerals
are distributed througbout this seam. In outcrops of the seam (Fig. 2) pyrite may be concentrated in bands or nodules; specimen977GF177 furnishes an example of nodular pyrite. The
presenceof pyrite in coal seams,however, is not
a guaranteethat hydrated sulfates have formed;
certain pyrite specimens show no evidence of
sulfate forrnation.
ANer-vrrcer. TscHNreurs
XRD techniques were used in all identifica-
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(977GF-653-3) were exposed to Fe-filtered
CoKa radiation in the same camera, except that
a 114.6 mm film of sideronatrite was also made.
Epscmite was identified by comparison to a
standard film, whereas sideronatrite was identified by comparison with PDF 17-1,56,and with
a standard pattern at the Geological Survey of
Canada (pers. comm. L. J. Cabi L977).
Samples 977GF-691 and 977GF-704 from
the Evans Mine at St. Rose, Cape Breton, were
exposed to Ni-filtered CuKa radiation (pers.
com.m.M. Zentilli 1977), samples977GF-682-2
and 977GF-682-1-1 were exposed to CoKa
radiation with an Fe-filter (pers. comm. J. K.
Sutherland L977).
Hvoneruo Sur.rerrs AT 1-B MrNB. GLecB Bev
Co-existing in the Phalen seam (Fig. 4) are
melanterite, sideronatrite, and epsomite. Melanteritq FeSOa.THrO,is the name given to the
species wherever Fe ) Cu. Melanterite occurs
throughout the coal face and crystallized perpendicular to it as talcate fibres up to 3 cm long,
and within the coal as oval-shaped, fibrous
masses generally less than 5 cm long. Crystal
growth of melanterite and other hydrated sulfates is directly responsible for fragmentation of
coal faces, which leads to progressive mechanical erosion of supporting pillars. Indeed, the
stress necessaryfor the mechanical erosion of
coal is supplied by the oxidation of pyrite and

Frc. 3. Infrared reflection image of elongatecrystals
of pyrite perpendicularto the veins (x8); 977GF17? Negative.
tions of sulfates; these were supplemented by
qualitative chemical analysesand optical examination in specific cases.Melanterite and rozenite (977GF-653-2) were identified by comparison with Powder Diffraction File (PDF) 1-225
and 76-699, respectively; pickeringite (977GF682-l) 'rvas compared to PDF 12-299. T\ese
minerals were exposed to Ni-filtered CuKa
radiation n a 57.3 mm Debye-Scherrercalnera.
Sideronatrite (977GF - 653-1) and epsomite

Frc. 4. Part plan of the 1-B mine, #26 Colliery,
Glace Bay, N.S. showing numbered sample locations. Elevations (in feet) below sea level. Arrows
indicate return air flow (to the surface). Roofsulport pillars from mining activity (1913 to
1916) are shown as stippled areas.
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attendant volume increases that occur to produce hydrated sulfates. Crosscuts driven sixty
years ago now have a V-shaped appearance due
to accumulation of melanterite-bearing coal detritus. Roofs consist of shalesor shaly sandstone
in which the fossil plant content is high; in addition, the growth of sideronatrite, epsomite and
other unidentified non-metallic minerals may
lead to weakening then roof collapse.The fossil
plants most detrimental in this context are large
sigillarian trees, now compressed, and their
abundant reed-like foliage. The carbon remains
of this fossil material created planes of weakness in the sandstone; similar cornments apply
to selectedroof zones in the Prince mine, where
tho most detri.mental fossil to roof stability is
CoJamites carinatus Sternberg (977GF-245),
herbaceousreed-like plants several meters long.
However, as these old mine workings show,,'fie
size of the fallen slabs is largely dependent on
enlargement of rooms by erosion of pillars.
Table I summarizes values of relative hurnidity and temperature of return air (ventilation) at
which melanterite is found in the 1-B mine; no
inference oan be made from this tabulation concerning the lower limits of melanterite stability.
Tho temperature and humidity of the air returning to the surface are constant and independent of surface atmospheric conditions; air
pressure in the mine is directly under the influence of surface air pressure.
Experiments in our laboratory indicate that
melanterite is stable in an atmosphere having
a relative humidity as low as 60Vo at 25-28"C.
The tetrahydrate rozenite, FeSOa.4HaO, was
obtained from melanterite specimens by dehydration in atmospheric conditions. However, it
is not entirely clear whether the tetrahydrate can
be formed without passing.first through the heptahydrate stage, melanterite. Deternination of
optic sips of melanterite from various sarnple
sites (Fig. 4) shows that the angle 2V lies close
(oc) nnonsurrvr HuMIDtry
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to :t 90o; this compa.resto EOo in Mason &
Berry (1968), and 85"276r
synthetic melanterite in Na light @alache et al. L951.). Yariability in the optic sign implies variability in the
composition of melanterite. This conjecture may
be supported by difference in color of specimens
roughly equal in thickness, from greenish-blue
to straw-yellow to white; impurities, of course,
may also cause color changes. Variation in the
cornposition of melanterite may reflect samFle
location; this aspect has not been investigated.
Sideronatritq Na"Fe(SOa)e(OH).3H2O, is
bright lernon yellow and occurs as a fibrous
crust on coal; it is stable in surface conditions.
Becauseof their similar colors, sideronatrite and
jarosite may be confused. Qualitative wet chemical analysisindicates the presenceof phosphate,
chromate, and possibly Ni, Al, and Mg in our
sideronatrite samples(977GF-653-1). Under the
polarizing microscope, parallel extinction can
be easily observed dlre to the excellent cleavage
on {10O}. Since the discovery of this mineral in
the Sydney coalfield, we suspect that many mineral specimens tagged as jarosite are actually
sideronatrite. This applies especially to the roofs
of various working areas of the Prince mine and
the l-B mine.
The only location of sideronatrite known to
the authors is in tle 1-B mine. At samples sites
I and 7, Figure 4, sideronatrite "mushrooms" out
of the coal face in patches parallel to the bedding planes. Flecks of a yellon mineral are
visible throughout the coal faces along the travel
road (escape drift to surface); the mineral is assumed to be sideronatrite. Yellow material. also
coats fossil plants, especially Sisillcria, that are
preserved in the syringodendron condition
(977GF-625,F-627).
Epscmite, MgSO4'7H,O, is white and fibrous;
the fibres attan34 crn. Epsomite cannot be confused with rozenite because of their different
modes of origin and crystal habits. Epsomite is
highty localized in tle roof of the Phalen seam
and occurs with quartz; an inverse correlation is
observed between the occurrence of epsomite
and melanterite. Epsornite was not observed on
coal faces. Therefore, we conclude that this seam
did not carry suf{icient quantities of mapesium to form tle mineral. The 1-B mine provides
the only occurrence of this mineral known so
far. The collection sites include 5, 6 and 10
(Fig. 4), where tthe mineral was collected from
slabs of sandstone saved in from the roof.
Hoffmann (1890) was the first to report melanterite and epsomite in Nova Scotia (Iraill
l97O); he found melanterite on shale of mined
coal in Glace Bay, and epsomite in a gypsum
quarry in Hants County.
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HypnerEp Surnetss AT THE PnrNcr MrNr,
Pornr AcoNr
Melanterite and rozenite are the hydrated
sulfates that have been identified from this mine.
Rozenite, FeSO,a.4H:O,is white and powdery,
and readily soluble in water as is melanterite.
Some optical and chemical data relating to rozenite are given by Jambor & Traill (1963). This
mineral is stable over a large range of fluctuating atmospheric conditions. Our investigation
into sulfate mineralization was confined to areas
about 450 rn from surface entrances of adits
#4 and #5. In this area humidity and temperafure conditions are dependent in part on atmospheric conditions at the surface. Relative
humidity recorded on 28th September 1977 was
between 90 and 98Vo and the fresh-air temperature between I2.l and 16.8oC. As a result of
variation of humidity and temperature in this
area, melanterite growth is not spectacular,aud
is restricted to short fibres in small quantities;
tlerefore, mechanical erosion of the coal faces
is hardly noticeable.
Melanterite and rozenite are believed to coexist in these two adits; however, a phase equilibrium study would be necessaryto check this
preliminary hypothesis. Rozenite is also observed on surface outcrops of the Stubbart seam
(977GF - 66'0). Rain water that percolated
through coal storagepiles has a low pH value of
about 2.0; bacterial activity is believed to aid in
the breakdown of pyrite.
Pyrite specimen 977GF-655-L continues to
grow melanterite crystals (f rozenite?) in a
hermetically sealed glass container stored in
our laboratory. The relative humidity in the container is kept at about 90% . Howeveroadditional
XRD data are needed to confirrn that rozenite
is growing directly on tle pyrite without passing
through the heptahydrate stage. A 28 by 15
cm pyrite specimen (977GF-622) collected
from a coal storage pile and now stored in atmospheric conditions in tle laboratory is developing fracture planes; we believe that these are
due to the growth of a fine-grained whitish, unidentified material

Hvnnlrso StrLFATrs, Surrerss, Sur,nnes, eND
CensoNerns er OrHpn LoceuoNs oN
Cepp BnBroN Isr-er.rp
Rozenite occurs also in minor quantities in
outcrops of the Phalen seam in Glace Bay (Fig.

2l

2), where it is visibly associated with finegrained pyrite (977GF - 177). Pickeringite,
MgAL(SOa)a'22HzO (977GF-682-1), aluminocopiapite, MeAlFe(SOa)OH.H:O (977 GF-682),
and halotrichite. FeAlz(sos)q.22H"o (977GF682-l-l) coexisted in surface outcrops of the
Emery seam; heavy rains have since obliterated
these water-soluble minerals.
The Evans coal mine, situated in an Upper
Carboniferous basin near the town of Inverness,
exploits the #5 coal seam. Typical fresh-water
favna, Anthraconaia cf. modiolaris, a pelecypod,
and Carbonita fabulina, an ostracod (977GF696, F-697, respectively) occur in the roof of
this coal seam. The faunal association can be
directly correlated with that of the I-ower Coal
Measures of Great Britain: Westphalian A,
early B, i.e., older than the strata of Sydney coalfield (Copeland 1977). Preliminary interpretation of XRD data suggestedthe presenceof barite and alunite, KAL(SO")(OH)., in a discordant 2-5 mm vein cutting the upper contact
between coal and overlying sediments (977GF691); however, further analytical work is necessary on this specimen to confirm the presence
of theseminerals. Sanple 977GF-7O4and others
originating from the top of the p.roducing coal
seam, f5, show evidence of gypsum and members of the jarosite-natrojarosite series in which
Na substitutesfor K: K,Na)Feg(SOn)r(OH)u.
The distribution and occurrence of hydrated
sulfates and sulfides in the Evans coal mine are
fundamentally different from those in the Sydney coalfield. In this mine all hydrated sulfates
and sulfides are restricted to a 3-5 mm vein that
contains bornite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and other
unidentified minerals. The vein, concordant with
the coal seam and directly on top of it, is a
tracer horizon in the mine and may indeed be
an indicator of the #5 seam. However, hydrated
sulfates occur only in those places where the
sulfide vein has been exposedto the atmosphere
for a number of years, and thus never along
working faces. Indeed, no sulfateshave yet been
collected from these faces; this is also true for
Prince mine, Lingan mine, and 1-A mine of
#26 Colliery in the Sydney coalfield. The #5
coal seamhas prominently developedjoint planes
perpendicular to the seam and trending along
its strike; the planes are occupied by thin sheets
of calcite (977GF-699); a similar situation exists
in the Sydney coalfield (977GF-7L9). Calcite
(977GF-7O0) was also identified from a very
small stalactitic-type of structure on a coal face.
Rozenite is also suspectedat this mins fsf ps1
vet identifid.
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the safe travel road in this mine. Similarly, D.
Merner, manager of the Prince mine, supplied
Apart from having world-famous fossils of mine technologist G. Ellerbrok for our safety;
the type Lonchopteris eschweileriana Andrae we express our thanks.
(977GF463), the coal rnines of the Sydney
Identifications of minerals by XRD were
coalfield show renewable hydrated sulfate min- carried out by J. M. Stewart (1977) and L. J.
erals in their natural environments.As manv of
Cabri (L977) of the Canada Centre for Mineral
these salts are readily soluble in water, the oc- and Energy Technology, Ottawa, by M. Zentilli,
currence of sorne of them is dependent on hot, Department of Geology, Dalhousie Univenity
humid weather conditions. Simple experiments and by J. K. Sutherland, Research and Producin the laboratory show that fine-grained pyrite tivity Council, Fredericton. The authors are also
started to "growo' sulfates within three days after grateful to referees of the journal for pointed
collection at ambient temperatures of about critique and suggestionscontributing to improve25-28'C. However, the chemical process in the ment of the presentation. The authors gratefully
Sydney specimensdid not take place if copper acknowledge financial assistancefrom the Colsulfides were present in addition to pyrite (977- Iege of Cape Breton (Grant CCB10O58).
GF-308, F-382). We have collected only the
Note added in proof: Fibroferrite, Fe(OH)SO4.
obvious, but are convinced that many esbteric
5H:O has been identified in coal specimen977GFsulfates await discovery. The research needed 655-13,from the Stubbartseamat the Prince mine,
for this investigation includes ore microscopy, Point Aconi.
to investigate the relationship between m.arcasite
and pyrite, not only vis-d-vis oxidation to proRSTBRB!.Icss
duce hydrated sLrlfates,but also in search of geochernical factors that played a temporal role in
the coalification of the Pennsylvanian swamps. BnLL, W. A. (1938): Fossil flora of Sydney Coalfield, Nova Scotia. Geol. Surv. Can. Mem, 2L5.
Thus elucidation of the origin of pyrite, and
hence its distribution in the coal, would form a Ceslcnero4 D. & Snrr.nr, K. (1977): Origins of
firm basis for environmental studies and the
sulfur in coal: Importance of the ester sulfate
content in peat. Science Lgi, 675-676,
study of hydrated sulfates; geostatistical methods, such as oblique factor analysis (Zodrow CoPELAND,M. J. (1977): Upper Carboniferous
1976) are appropriate. Detailed optical and
fresh-water fauna from the roof of #5 coal seam,
chemical data from collected samples may aid
St. Rose, Inverness. Geol. Surv. Can., East,
Paleont. Sect. Rep. MP-9-1977-MJC.
in fitting the empirical data to theoretically possible solid-solution series of the type alunite- HorrMaNN, G. C. (1890): Annotated list of the
minerals occurring in Oanada. Ann, Rep. Geol.
iarosite-natrojarosite(M.ason& Berry 1968) and
Nat. Hist. Sum. Can. 4, Tl-67.
to substitution schemesin sideronatrite and pickeringite as well.
J,eu:ron, I. L. & Tleu,l, R. J. (1963): On rozenite
and siderotil. Can. Mineral. 7, 751-763,
Questions of environmental nature are also
broached by this investigation: the role of bac- Mesor, B. & Brrnl L. G. (1968): Elements ol
teria in the formation of sulfuric acid in stqage
Mineralogy. W. H. Freeman & Co., San Francisco.
piles of coal, and spontaneouscombustion yis-d- Par.ecnr,
C., BrnMAN, H. & Fnor.rDrr,, C, (1957):
vi^r hydrated sulfate-mineral formation.
The Systems of Mineralogy 2, 7th ed. J, Wiley &
Sons, New York.
T\.uLL, R. J. (1970): A catalogue of Canadian minAcxNowI,sDGpMENTS
erals. Geol. Surv. Can, Pap. 6945.
Zoonow, E. (1976): Minres factor analysis of hyThe Cape Breton Development Corporation
persthene data, Strathcona Mine (Ontario, Cao(Devco) gave permission to publish part of the
ada). Math. Geol. 8, 395-412,
plan of the 1-B mine, and to collect at various
& McCarvnrrsn, K. (1978): Annotated cataunderground mines. J. Maclellan, manager of
logue of Carboniferous fossil plants of Nova
Devco's #26 Colliery provided us with underScotia in the collection of the Nova Scotia Muground "guideso' B. Morrison, who suggested
seum, Halifax, Nova Scotia Museun (in press).

investigating the travel road in 1-B mine for
fossils, J. Nicholson'and G. Crosby who watched
us like hawks so that we would not strav frorn
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